GETTING BACK TO
BUSINESS SAFELY
Embrace the new normal at your workplace with the SwipedOn visitor
management system. In a world where it’s more important than ever to know
who is entering and exiting your workplace, SwipedOn offers the essential
features you’ll need to welcome visitors into your business, keep your employees
safe at work and dramatically reduce the risk of contamination in your workplace.

 Touch free sign in
Resume business safely and ensure the
safety of your employees with contactless
visitor sign in.
Our contactless sign in solution provides
a touch free, contactless way to register
anyone entering your workplace. Visitors
can easily sign in by scanning a QR code
with the camera on their smartphone
prompting the SwipedOn sign in flow to
open in a new browser where you’ll be able

to use the same flow accessible on the
iPad; ask visitor screening questions, ask
visitors to sign a digital agreement, take
visitor photos. A notification is then sent to
the applicable employee.
Depending on your business’ needs, a
QR code can be generated via the iPad or
through the SwipedOn web dashboard to be
printed and displayed at your sign in area.

www.swipedon.com

 Employee sign in with

health check

Using the employee sign in feature
SwipedOn is also an efficient employee
management system. The iPad can
easily be used as a digital in out
board, or employees can download
the dedicated employee sign in app
- SwipedOn Pocket - to their Android
or iOS devices. They simply swipe
the arrow to sign in and swipe to sign
out. The SwipedOn Proximity feature
detects when the employee is close
to the sign in iPad, prompting them to
sign in and verify they are on site.
During this process, easily screen your
employees by asking them questions
to determine if they are a safety risk to
your business.

 Visitor and employee

screening

SwipedOn can help protect your
staff and business from the risk of
exposure to infectious diseases.
Easily screen your visitors and
employees by asking them
questions to determine if they are a
safety risk to your business. Send
alerts to your designated contact so
they can approve or deny entry and
take appropriate action.

www.swipedon.com

